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Electronic mail is concerned with the use of terminals, telecommunications and computer-
basedfacilities to enable individuals to send and receive messages.In particular, electronic mail
can provide an additional and much neededalternative service to both the telephone and the
internal and the public postal systems.
The aim of electronic mail is to provide a fast messagedelivery service, without interrupting the
recipient of the message in the way that the telephone does. Electronic mail is not a new
concept, and both facsimile and telex systems, which are formsof electronic mail, have existed
for many years. Facsimile and telex are, however, limited both in their facilities and in their
availability and, in addition, their use is normally restricted to specialised individuals and groups.

The changing economics of computer technology and the increasingly widespread use of
terminal equipment present the opportunity to introduce electronic mail services into the office.
During the 1980s, electronic mail could offer many office workers a genuine alternative choice
of communications medium to supplement the post and the telephone.

The potential impact of electronic mail on business communication methodsplacesit right at
the heart of office automation, and for this reason this report concentrates on the practical
aspects of intra-companyelectronic mail. It describes user experience to date both in the US
and in Europe, andit also describes the features and thefacilities of electronic mail systems.
The report also discussesthelikely trends in electronic mail products and technology and the
main regulatory influences that affect the development of electronic mail systems. The report
concludes with suggestions as to how thoseorganisations that wish to introduceelectronic mail
might best go aboutit.



The Butler Cox Foundation is a research group that examines major
developmentsin the fields of computers, telecommunications and office
automation on behalf of its subscribing members. The Foundation pro-
vides a set of ☜eyes and ears☝ on the world for the systems departments
of someof Europe☂s largest organisations.

The Foundation collects its information throughits office in London and
also throughits associated offices in Europe and the US. It transmitsits
findings to its members in three main ways:

♥ Through regular written reports that give detailed findings and
substantiating evidence.

♥ Through management conferences for managementservices
directors and their senior colleagues, where the emphasis is on
the policy implications of the subjects studied.

♥ Through professional and technical seminars where the mem-
bers☂ ownspecialist managers and technicians meet with the
Foundation research teams to review their findings in depth.

The Foundationis controlled by a Management Board whose members
include representatives from the Foundation memberorganisations. The
responsibilities of the Management Board include selecting topics for
research and approving the Foundation☂s annual report and accounts,
which show how the subscribed research funds have been employed.
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION

DEFINITION OF ELECTRONIC MAIL
Before the electric telegraph wasinvented in the 19th century, business communications were
based either on face-to-face meetings or on the physical movement of a message. Both of these
forms of communication arestill used today, but they have been supplemented byelectronic
forms of communication such as the telephone system, the telex system, facsimile
transmission, and data transmission to and from a computer and between computers. To that
extent, electronic mail in its widest sense has existed for many years.

The modern electronic mail systems that are now being developed and introduced have
received considerable attention both from experts in industry and from the technical press, and
this attention has generated considerable confusion about what electronic mail is and whatit
involves. Most people believe it to be an alternative to conventional, existing systems that uses
electronic transmission and storage in the interests of speed, flexibility, and economy.

Wedefine electronic mail as a facility that permits two or more people to converse with one
another, where the messagesare transmitted electronically between the users, and where the
messages may be permanently recorded for future reference. This definition requires that users
have access to some form of terminal equipment, and that there is a communications network
able to link the terminals together. It also requires that the system itself provides a means of
storing and retrieving information.
Facsimile transmission and the public telex system can both be regarded as forerunnersof true
electronic mail. However, the telex system lacks manyof the features of the electronic message
systemsthat are being developed and usedtoday.In particular, the new systems are capable of
distributing messages directly between the originator and the recipient. They also incorporate
sophisticated store-and-forward and filing capabilities, including an electronic mailbox, where
messages addressedto a particular user of an electronic mail system are stored. Theuseris able
to retrieve messages from his mailbox as and when he wishes.

As terminal devices become increasingly widespread, electronic mail has the potential to
becomea highly convenient communications medium for many types of message, including
some messages that might otherwise be carried by the public mail, by telex systems or by
conventional data processing systems.

Electronic mail also has the potential to displace sometraffic from the telephone, whichis the
medium that individuals use mostofall in communicating remotely with one another. Some
proponents of electronic mail would even claim that it can eliminate the need for some
meetings, thoughthis is more a question of predicting behaviour and social needs rather than a
question of technology.

However,if electronic mail is to become. a widespread and highly convenient means of com-
munication whichfills the gap between the telephone and the postal system then each person
whouses electronic mail will ideally need to have his own terminal on his desk or at worst will
need to be able to have access to a nearby terminal.



The potential impact of electronic mail on business communication methodsplacesit right at
the heart of office automation. We expect that many organisations will wish to use electronic
mail as a meansof gaining a foothold for tomorrow☂s office technology, and for this reason we
examine electronic mail in some detail in this report.

SCOPEOF THIS REPORT
This report concentrates on the practical aspects of electronic mail, and it does not address theoverall question of office automation. Weshall be considering the broadertechnical, politicaland organisational issues of office automation in Foundation Report No. 19: Office SystemsStrategy.
The introduction of electronic mail systems that use a low-cost delivery system, such asvideotex, could have a significant impact on domestic communications as well as on businesscommunications, but in this report, we concentrate on the latter. There is nonetheless a closerelationship between domestic communications and business communications, because a massresidential market could eventually reduce the cost of the terminals that are used in businessapplications, and this would significantly affect the cost of introducing a business electronicmail system. Also, domestic electronic mail terminals would makeit possible for more people towork from home,andthis facility would (potentially) cut the need for some businesstravel.
Weconcentrate in the report on intra-company rather than on inter-company communications.Intra-company communication presents fewer technical, legal and organisational problems, andin most commercial organisations it also dominates the flow of documents. Also, mostexperience of electronic mail so far has been gained in organisations that haveinstalled intra-company communication systems.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
The purposeof the report is to explain where the opportunities for electronic mail lie, to describehowexisting electronic mail systems work, and to suggest how thoseorganisations that wish toexperimentwith electronic mail might best go aboutit. We use the term ☜experiment☝ advisedlybecause webelieve that, as with many office automation applications, it will often be difficultfor an organisation to producea well reasoned and sound justification for installing an electronicmail system.
An organisation that undertook an experimental project would be likely to gain two advantages.First, it would obtain experience of using electronic mail and would learn from this some of thebenefits andpitfalls. Second, it would belikely to gain enoughinformation from the experimentto be able to assess with some confidence the justification for installing an electronic mailsystem andalso the benefits it would belikely to derive from such a system.
The report goes on in chapter 2 to review in more detail what electronic mail has to offer.Chapter 3 then describes user experience to date, bearing in mind that electronic mailis still inits formative stages in the USandis only atits early beginningsin Europe.
Chapter 4 describes the features and facilities of electronic mail systems, and chapter 5discusses the likely trends in electronic mail products and technology. Chapter 6 discussesthose main regulatory influences that affect the development of an electronic mail system.Chapter 7 brings all the above considerations together and suggests the way in whichorganisations should make a start on electronic mail.



CHAPTER 2

THE NEED FOR ELECTRONIC MAIL

Foundation Report No. 4: Trends in Office Automation Technologies, put forward the basic
case for office automation. In particular, it drew attention to the growing proportion of total
labour costs for which office staff account. It also drew attention to the low investment that
organisations have made in equipment and services to support office workers. The report also
highlighted that the more costly categories of staff (namely, managers and specialists)
represent a growing proportion of the office population.
Electronic mail services promise to contribute improvements in the productivity of office staff.
In particular, electronic mail has the potential to make some aspects of business communication
moreeffective. In the first part of this chapter wediscussbriefly the presently under-supported
office communication requirements and weoutline the benefits that electronic mail might seek
to deliver.
As well as contributing improvementsin the productivity of office staff electronic mail can also
make another contribution to a business. Indeed, in the short run, that contribution may prove
to be easier to justify and, as a result, it may represent the dominant use that organisations
make of electronic mail. In many businesses, particularly those that deal with consumer
products and services, there is a major requirement for a messagefacility that can be used (for
example) to handle customers☂ orders and to process reservations. For many of those
businesses, and particularly those businesses where it is not necessary or possible to process
information automatically, electronic mail may well provide the best method for meeting the
requirement. We describe this type of application on pages 6 and 7.

SHORTCOMINGSIN EXISTING BUSINESS COMMUNICATION

Figure 1 is derived from the results of a study at a corporate headquarters that houses 1,700
employees. In the three categories of workers shownthere(principals, secretaries and clerks)
between 57% and 89% of the total number of activities are related to creating documents,
distributing and receiving documents, and conducting telephone communications. Clearly, a
numberof discrete products and services (such as electronic PABX and word processing) are
addressing this whole field, principally by reducing or eliminating the shortcomings of the
existing facilities. However, given the dominanceof communication-oriented tasks in the overall
patternof office activity it is probable that a new type of service suchaselectronic mail will have
a considerable impact on almost all categories of office staff. Existing office communications
facilities have two particular shortcomingsthatare not toolikely to be improved in either the
near term or the medium term. These shortcomings are the delays that occur in the
transmission of messages andthe lossesthat result from ☜friction☝ in communication systems.
These losses fall into two categories ♥ messages that are lost because they are not sent
because of frustration with the communication system, and time that is wasted when
individuals endeavour to communicate either by telephone or by memoorletter.

The time taken to deliver messages

Leaving aside those written messages that are delivered by hand (and this methodis normally



possible only within a building) the present means of communication are limited to the
following:

♥ Telephone messages, which can be sentonly in real time.
♥ Telex.
♥ Postal communications, which bothin internal systems and external systemstypically

have a delivery cycle of at least a day.

 

Figure 1 An analysis of office staff activities
Principals Secretaries Clerks

Percentage of time
Paper-based communication

Filling out forms = a 8Writing 16 4 i:Typing = oy 8
Paper and mail handling 4 2 5Checking documents 2 4 10Reading 7 Zi 3Copying 1 6 4Filing 2 5 6Searching for, or returning

information 10 3 10Giving or receiving dictation 3 6 iz
Total 45 719 61

Telephone communication 12 10 9
Total paper- and telephone-

related communication 57 89 70

Otheractivities
Calculating 7 ♥ 10Conferring with secretary

Or principal 2 4 AN
Attending meetings 12 = 2Planning and scheduling 4 3 1Travelling 6 2 1Other WZ 2 16

Total 43 11 30

Number of personnel 329 123 115

(Source: /BM Systems Journal)

 



Existing communications systems can be characterised in terms of the formality and the
immediacy of communication. As figure 2 shows, there is at present a wide gap between the
highly-formal, non-interactive medium of the letter and the informal, interactive medium of the
telephone. This is a gap that electronic mail is designedtofill. Telex partiallyfills the gap, but its
technical limitations and (in most organisations) its remoteness,limit its use.

 Figure 2 Characteristics of communications systems
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Clearly, the telephone has several virtues, and in particular it has the advantages of speed and
the facility for interaction. At present, however,it is used mostly for those messages that need
to be delivered faster than the postal service, irrespective of whether interaction is either
necessary or desirable. Consequently, the telephone is the cause of interruption to the
recipient☂s work, andthis interruption could be avoidedif a fast, non-interactive communication
medium were available.
By contrast, many postal services ♥ both internal and external ♥ are in decline. Deliveries of
the public mail service are tending to be madeless frequently, and delivery times generally are
tending to lengthen and to become moreerratic. Consequently, those who usethe service now
haveto allow for longer delays than was formerly the case, and overall, the general result is that
business activities are slowed down.
Losses through ☜friction☝ in the communication system

A number of studies have shownthat a very high proportion of telephonecalls (60% to 75%)
fail to locate the required person. This suggests that the average office worker who makeshis



owntelephonecalls ☜wastes☝ about 1% hours a week, although the use of more sophisticated
PABXfacilities could help reduce the size of this problem.

The problem is notonly one of wasted time. Sometimes messagesare lost altogether and so,
for example, sales staff may fail to contact a potential customer and as a result they delay or
evenlose a sale.
Similarly, there are lossesin the text communication system. For manyoffice workers there is at
present no real substitute for the conventional proceduresof creating and mailing documents.
Inevitably, messages are delayed and sometimesare not sentatall. As a result, there is scope
for improving the effectiveness of managersandprofessionalstaff throughthe useofelectronic
mail. Research has indicated that communication amongst peer groups is frequently
inadequate, and clearly a desk-to-desk message system would at least enable staff to share
more information than they do at present.

Internal and external mail
In the study mentioned on page 3, the study team also analysed the sources of mail. The
findings are detailed in figure 3, and they arein line with similar research conducted by various
Foundation members.
The high proportion of outgoing mail that is distributed within the company (81% of
documents) and the high proportion of incoming mail that is generated within the company
(75% of documents) indicates that most organisations that used electronic mail would obtain
mostof their benefits from an intra-company system. This is fortunate, because intra-company
systemswill for the most part avoid the regulatory, legal and protocol considerations that are
likely to be encountered in the public domain.
Costs of business communication

Figure 4 on page givesdetails of the average cost of a documentat eachstageinitslife cycle.
Oneofthe attractions of electronic mail is that it reduces (or even eliminates) the cost of several
steps in the cycle. The concept of person-to-person communication with few or no intervening
steps could, at least in theory, enable organisations to achieve dramatic reductions in communi-
cation costs. We have not attempted to analyse the cost structures of business communication
systems, and in particular mail and telephone systems, but wefirmly believe that a large
proportion ofthetotal costs are fixed. (In the case of the public servicesthis is true in the longer
run only ♥ because consumers are charged on a transaction basis.) This indicates that any
claims for significant cost reduction, particularly in the case of internal mail and telephone
systems, need to be carefully examined. Cost reductions are likely to be achieved only when
newfacilities are sufficiently widespread and sufficiently used to enable real reductions to be
madein otherfacilities.

ELECTRONIC MAIL AND DATA PROCESSING
Up to now,the following two types of messagetraffic have been considered to be within the
domain of data processing:

1. The distribution of periodic reports that have been prepared by batch processing systems.
(Sales and accounting statistics are examples of this type oftraffic.)
2. The collection of such information as timesheets and customers☂ orders.
Electronic mail may beparticularly appropriate for handling the second of those twotypesof



transaction. As the structure of the message decreases and as the degree of humanintervention
required to processit increases, electronic mail will tend to become a moreattractive solution
than data processing. In chapter 7 (on page 40), welist several examples of the applications
which could fall into this category.

 Figure 3 Sources of mail

 
First two First three First four

Copies of sources sources sources
outgoing documents combined combined combined
 
24% to own

department'sfiles
19% routed within
department 43%

24% to other
headquarters☂ departments 67%

14% to other locations
within the company 81%

19% sent outside
the company
 

 
First two First three First four

Incoming letters sources sources sources
and memos combined combined combined
 

3% from within same
department

14% from other
headquarters☂ departments 17%

58% from other locations
within the company 75%

25% from outside
the company 100%     
 

(Source: /BM Systems Journal)

 



 
 

Figure 4 Life cycle costs of a document
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CHAPTER3

USERS☂ EXPERIENCE AND ATTITUDES

We now turn from the theoretical opportunities that electronic mail promisesto the reality of
what has been achieved by the pioneerusers of electronic mail. Much of the experience to date
has been gained in the United States. There, a more competitive and more mature telecom-
munications market, a declining postal service, and the need to copewith several time zones in
different parts of the country have encouraged the development of both equipment and
services.
We also review the experience and the attitudes of organisations in Europe, where some
significant pointers are already emerging.

EXPERIENCE IN THE UNITED STATES
Our research showsthat most of the US companiesthat are successfully using electronic mail
have the following common characteristics:

♥ They operate in many countries and, perhaps more important, in many time zones.

♥ They make substantial use of on-line computing, so that they already use many
terminals in many different places.

♥ They did not carry out a formal cost-justification of the electronic mail system. (It was
based on a mainframe and on a communication system that had been justified either for
their other functions or for the purpose of a deliberate experiment.)

But some companies that do not have those common characteristics have also achieved
success. Almost 40% of companies in the US already make someuseofelectronic mail, at least
in a broad sense, and another 20% planto introduce anelectronic mail system within the next
few years. Our research found, for example, a nationwide organisation of florists, a real estate
company, and an administrative branch of the US Army,all of whom wereobtaining benefits
from electronic mail. However, in each of those cases the benefits typically took the form of
more efficient communications, and the systems had been cost-justified on that basis, rather
than on the basis of the more efficient use of staff members☂ time.

Theelectronic mail market in the US involves both commoncarriers (such as RCA, Tymnet and
Telenet) and suppliers of in-house systems (such as Comet supplied by Computer Corporation
of America). A list of the most significant electronic mail services is given in figure 5.

Electronic mail systems have developed in the US because of the need to manage corporations
that are geographically dispersed. Experience shows, however, that the most striking advan-
tages of electronic mail result more from increasing the efficiency of office staff, than from
improving communications per se.

It is possible to identify several different approaches to providing electronic mail services, and



 

Figure 5 Someelectronic mail services in the US

 

Vendor . Service Notes
 

Public services

Tymnet On-Tyme Text message system derived
from a timesharing system.

Telenet Hermes Text message service.

RCA Q-Fax Facsimile link between twelve
countries including con-
version between incompatible
formats.

Graphnet Faxgram Facsimile alternative to the
telegram. Messages may be
filed and delivered by the
telephone, or by telex or by
facsimile machine.

ISI IS1 Text messageservice.
Tymnet Augment Text message service and

systems for shared working on
structured text documents.

(ai Faxpak Facsimile service supporting
a variety of otherwise
incompatible machines.

In-house systems

Computer Corporation Comet Sophisticated text message
of America system, includingfiling

and retrieval.
Wiltek = Text message sérvice based

on an intelligent secretarial
terminal with local storage.    
 

these can beclassified by the position of the intelligence that controls the system. The
intelligence can be locatedin:

♥ A mainframe computer, which is also used for data processing applications.
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All

=a bureau computer whichis used to provide electronic mail facilities to several user
organisations.

♥ An in-house computer whichis dedicated to providing electronic mail facilities.
♥ Theelectronic mail terminals.

♥ A value-added network. (This is a variant of the bureau service.)
these different approaches to electronic mail systems have already been pioneered in the

United States, and we describe some examples below.
13 The mainframe approach

Many large companies have developedtheir electronic mail system either on their own
mainframe or on a timesharing service.
Hewlett-Packard, for example, have for some years run a worldwide communications
system called COMSYS.The system is based on Amdahl mainframes in Palo Alto, and the
general structure of COMSYSis shownschematically in figure 6. With the exception of the
link from Palo Alto to Genevaall links use dial-up lines. At pre-determined times of the day
the COMSYScentral site polls the regional computers to accept data that is waiting to be
transmitted and to pass on data of its own. Similarly, the regional computers poll the local
machines. Most of the data that is transferred is structured data (such as payroll, sales
orders and routine commercial transactions), but 15% of the data consists of administrative
messages.
Messages may be entered through any terminal that is connected to either a local or a
regional computer, and they are delivered to the local computer that the addressee uses.
Mail is delivered within one day, and there is no priority system. At present, all mail has to be
routed through the mainframe for switching, but the enhancements that are now being
developed will permit both the regional and the local computers to carry out the switching
themselves.

Messages typically occupy fewer than 20 lines, but COMSYSalso carries very long
documents which are prepared using simple word processing features.

Hewlett-Packard say the main benefits of COMSYSare:

♥ Thecertainty that messageswill be delivered overnight.
♥ The removal of time zone problems.
♥ The reduction of telex and TWXtraffic.

They also believe that the rate of increase in voicetraffic has been reduced during a period
whenthe companyhas grownrapidly. Electronic mail has already becomeanintegrated and
highly valued part of corporate communications in Hewlett-Packard.

IBM's General SystemsDivision provides another example of an electronic mail system that
is based on a mainframe computer. Every notification of a product change (and there are
very many of these) has to be sent to 16,000 people worldwide. A recently-introduced
system distributes these from an S/370 mainframe to a number of Series 1 minis, and
thence to 6670 informationdistributors in branches. The system gives a much faster service
than the postal system the division used previously.
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Figure 6 The Hewlett-Packard corporate communications system (COMSYS)
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Mainframe manufacturers can be expected to provide electronic mail software to run ontheir computers. For example, from October 1980, IBM will offer a system ofthis kind bothon 370 mainframes and 370-compatible mainframes. The system, whichis called DISOSS,provides for documents to befiled, to be retrieved by name, author, keywords, etc., andthen to be sent to other users. Theinitial version runs on 3730 workstations (which requireSNA), andit limits the distribution of documents to workstations attached to a single main-
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frame. Burroughs and Univac (and, no doubt, other mainframe vendors)will offer similar
systems on their machines.
Systems based on mainframes can meet most of the requirements of an electronic mail
system. However, an electronic mail system that is based on a mainframe operating system
has the following limitations:

♥ It is difficult to give the system an active role in delivering mail, and this makes it
unsuitable for handling urgent messages.

♥ It is not always possible to provide the integrity, the security and the reliability that a
communications system needs.

♥ It is complicated to link mainframes that use different operating systems. A company
that uses a variety of operating systems on various computers will need to effect such
links before the users of all the different computers can use a corporate electronic mail
service.

Approach based on bureau services and dedicated computers
Electronic mail systems based on dedicated computers can be run either on an in-house
machine or on a bureau machine that provides electronic mail facilities to several different
organisations.

An organisation that buys a dedicated system is likely to purchaseit from an outside vendor
who has expended considerable effort and time developing his product. Such a system is
better equipped to overcomethelimitations of integrity, security and reliability that are
inherent in the mainframe approach.
Electronic mail systems that use dedicated processors also have some disadvantages. For
example, if the electronic mail system and the data processing computer are supplied by
different vendors,it will be difficult to link the message system with transaction processing
and other kinds of computing. However, this problem maybealleviated by using either an
intelligent terminal or an intelligent network.

Suppliers of electronic mail systemswill probably add transaction processing capabilities to
their systems in the near future. They will then be well placed to provide fully distributed
systems because they will have already taken into account the requirements of reliability and
addressing whendesigning the electronic mail system.

The most widely used dedicated processor system to date is Comet, provided by Computer
Corporation of America (CCA). Cometis available on a bureau basis from CCA, but the
software (which had been written for DEC PDP11 equipment)is also available as a package
for installation in-house. CCA, in advocating electronic mail, stress improved productivity
rather than cost displacement, although they believe that electronic mail can reduce
telephone costs. They also believe that electronic mail may be a possible catalyst for the
application of data processing to managerial problems.
Comet provides only for intra-company mail (CCA do not wish to register as a common
carrier). Comet enables users to create messages that they can then distribute to others,
and to read and managetheir own mailboxfiles.
CCA☂s Comet bureau service was launched in March 1978,and it now has more than 50 user
organisations. There are between 800 and 900 subscriber terminals connected by Telenet,
Tymnet, dial-up and leased lines. CCA plan to provide telex and TWX< interfaces during
1980.
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Several different types of asynchronousterminals are used to connect to Comet, including
the word processing systems of Vydec, DEC and Wang. The basic subscription charge is
$60 per month per subscriber, in addition to terminal rental charges and commoncarrier
charges. One usercalculates that the average cost per messageis $1.50.
Typically, an organisation that uses CCA's bureauservice will start with between 10 and 20
terminals. As the organisation increases its use of the service, it will increase the numberof
its terminals to somewhere between 100 and 125, and at that stage will considerinstalling a
privately-operated Comet system. The Cometsoftwareis available for purchase for $40,000
plus a monthly maintenance charge of $425.

Three Cometusers☂ experiences are given below.
Example 7

CCA uses Cometinternally, and each memberof the 110 staff concerned has a mailbox. Theinternal use of Comet has grownrapidly, and all internal company announcements, exceptthose where the companyhasa legalobligation to issue a printed notice, are now madeviathe system.

Administrative and social messages are also transmitted by Comet. These includeannouncementsof job appointments, advertisements of internal jobs and announcementsof social functions. This wide variety of use means that each employee has several reasonsto check his mailbox regularly. However, there is a tendency to swampthe system withmessages,and soa filtering process is necessary. CCA propose to do this by routeing allsocial messagesvia the personnel department, who will maintain a list of each employee☂sinterests, and will ensure that only messages of potential interest are broadcast to thatemployee. However, CCAintend this to be a short-term solution only. In the longer term,the profiles should actually be held within Comet.
CCA employees log on to Comet on average twice a day, and eachsessionlasts on averagesix minutes. The way in whichdifferent people use Comets facilities vary considerably. Forexample, less than half the employees have ever used the retrieval command, and manyneverusethefiling system.
Example 2

Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) has performed a large pilot trial. DEC provided 750staff of various grades (but predominantly managers) with Comet terminals. Theirsubsequent use of the system was then monitored by the use of questionnaires. DECbelieves that Comet has produced a productivity improvementofat least 5%, and possiblyas much as 15%. Telephone calls have been reduced by 10% to 15%, and althoughmeetings are held as frequently as before they are now of shorter duration and moreeffective in their results. DEC see the following as the main advantagesof the pilot system:
♥ Compared with the mail system, messages are delivered faster, iess formally andwithout the need for supportstaff.
♥ Compared with telephone communication, messages do not require synchronousconnection. They may bestored, sent to several addresses, forwarded and so on, andthey are concise.
♥ Comet messages may be dealt with very much more quickly than either telephonemessages or written messages. One managerestimated that he could easily deal withbetween 30 and 50 messages per hour. Corresponding figures for telephone messages
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might be onlyabout six per hour. This factor therefore contributes directly to improving
the productivity of the manager.

♥ Computer conferencing also arises directly out of exchanges of messages. The
advantages of computer conferencing (which CCAuse)is that each contribution can be
based on more careful thought than usually is given during a telephone conversation or
during a meeting.

_ Intermediate steps in the distribution cycle are eliminated. This is partly because
electronic mail messages do not require the same standard of spelling and grammar as
typed memoranda (whichalthough notlogical, is a commonfeature of electronic mail
messages).

DEC has now decidedto standardise on their own, internally developed system. DEC now
have 1,800 staff who use the electronic mail system as well as the internal telex system.
Example 3
A commercial real estate company uses Cometto distribute three lists of properties to ten
offices at widely dispersed locations. Previouslythelists were distributed by facsimile, and it
took a whole day to prepare and transmit each day☂s lists. Because of the delay in
distributing the daily lists the company had had to resort to a lottery to determine the
position each office would occupyonthedistribution list. Electronic mail gave immediate
benefits. The lists, which previously were typed in the ordinary way, are now typed into
Comet, and the lists are now sent simultaneously to the ten offices. The company has
obtained a direct cost saving of approximately $6,000 per annum.
Approach basedonthe useofintelligent terminals
Intelligent terminals, which are essentially communicating word processors, can be linked to
create an electronic mail system. Twosignificant examples are the Lexar managerial work-
station, which usesdial-up lines, and the Alto workstation developed at Xerox☂s Palo Alto
research centre. Both systemsare essentially text based, but the Alto terminal also permits
diagrams to be built up on the screen and to be stored in a coded form.

The Lexar terminal has been developed byCitibank, andit is intended that it should be used
by corporate executives. Both the executive andhis secretary have a screen and a keyboard,
and each of them can perform wordprocessing, interactive computing, etc. On command,
the system will dial a remote computer and complete the log-in procedure for that system.

The logic for the electronic mail system is provided within the local Lexar terminal. To
deliver a messageto anotherterminalit dials the remote user, checksthatit is connected to
the right workstation, and sends the document, which may be of any length.

Anilluminated lamp indicates that a document has been received, and the executive or his
secretary can then inspect it. The originator may mark a document ☜☁confidential☂☂, and if a
document is so marked therecipient☂s secretary will not be able to readit, though shewill
know that it has arrived. Normally, the recipient of a documentcan editit, although the
sender can preventthis happening by marking the transmitted document ☜unchangeable☝.

Received documents can be read from a remote location by dialling in with a suitable
terminal.

Thelocal processor providesdiary functions(it can, for example interrogate the diaries of
other executives to find a mutually convenient meeting time) and a personal telephone
directory, etc. Notable features include the A4 screen (which can be swivelled through 90°
to view 132-column accounting reports) and the cluster of function keys.
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Citibank now has 120 terminals installed. We expect that the Lexar system will become
commercially available in the US within the next year.

Analternative approachusingintelligent terminals is to link a number of word processing
systems to form a local network. The Wang Inter-System Exchange (WISE) connects (by
the use of a high-speed coaxial cable) up to four systems in a single building. This network
permits the word processing systems (each of which may have up to 18 keystations) to
share files and printers and also to exchange messages.

Intelligent typewriters, such as the IBM model 50 and QYX, are much cheaper than
communicating word processors, but they can nevertheless offer many of the same
functions. Whenthecostofintelligent typewriters falls towards that of the commonly used
electric typewriters, businesses will acquire them in preference andin large numbers. This
movewill then greatly increase the numberof potential electronic mail terminals in offices.

4. Approach based on network services
TymnetInc. operates throughout both the US and much of Europe a value-added network
that provides access to timesharing bureaux and other computer-based services. Tymnet
also offer a message service, which is called On-Tyme, via the network, although, for
regulatory reasons,this service is not available in Europe.

On-Tyme is used mainly for sending very short administrative messages, although the
service is used also for sending long messages. Anoriginator of a brief message maywell
type it and sendit himself, but he will probably use his secretary to prepare and send a
lengthy message.

One organisation that uses On-Tymeestimates that well over 50% of its administrative
messages are now sent via On-Tyme. But the percentage is substantially higher for those
messagesthat are sent to the field offices around the world. Most messages that are not
sent by On-Tyme are messagesthat are sent within the samebuilding.
An example of a long messagethat travels by On-Tymeis a draft contract that has to be
reviewed by several people around the world. Almostcertainly this worldwide review would
not be possible without the use of electronic mail.

EXPERIENCE IN EUROPE
We recently conducted a postal survey of large users of computers in Europe. We sent
questionnaires to nearly 900 firms and about 30% of them responded. Our respondents came
from eleven countries altogether, and they represented a wide variety of sizes and sectors of
industry.

The clearest point that emerged from our survey was that European experience of using
electronic mail is limited. Only 16% of those who responded to our questionnaire were using
electronic mail in its broadest sense, and many of the systems concerned did not provide
person-to-person communication.
The most advanced systems (based on dedicated computers) that are actually available in
Europeare based ontelex switching. They provide store-and-forward switching,a full character
set, and short-term storage and addressing to individuals, rather than to machines. However,
the companies concerned expect that these systemswill be used mainly by specialist operators.
One example is Arbat☂s Contact-11, which may be accessed byeither a telex machine, a VDU, a
printing terminal or a communicating word processor. It may also be addressedvia a public data
network such as the British Post Office☂s PSS service.
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Our survey showed that although their experience with electronic mail systems is limited,
European companies havesignificant experience with the basic technologies. Figure 7 shows
the proportions of respondent companiesthat wepredict will be using the various technologies
in 1981, and the proportionate increase between 1975 and 1981.

 
Figure 7 European experience of modern communications systems

 

 

Percentage of
Percentage Percentage users of the

System penetration increase in system who use
(1981) penetration it for electronic

(1975 to 1981) mail (1979)

Stand-alone
word processor 67 380 4

Private voice or
data network 47 90 lM

Analogue facsimile Al 165 14

Telex switch 29 160 11
Computer-based message
system (CBMS) 24 270 24

Electronic PABX 20 760 4

Communicating
word processor Vd 57250 24

Videotex 16 = 2

Digital facsimile 14 610 20

Optical character
recognition (OCR) 13 200 10

Teletex 1 = a     
 

 

Several sophisticated electronic communications systems are already in use in Europeincluding
the following:

♥ The BBC External Service has anelectronic newsdistribution service that providesinfor-
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mation to the newsunits of the various overseas broadcasting services. Newsitems are
received from correspondents, news agencies, etc., and are input by BBCstaff. They
are then retrieved by journalists using keyword searching techniques.

♥ A large newspaper group transmits copy and pictures between its London andits
Manchesteroffices to support the assembling and the printing of its London, Northern
and Scottish editions. When union negotiations are complete this system will be
replaced by a high-definition facsimile system from whichprinting plates will be made
directly.

♥ A maiorairline uses a mixture of facsimile, telex switching and private circuits to send
urgent messagesaround the world.

Each of these systems wasjustified on the basis of the operational requirements of the
business.
A more ambitious scheme is being implemented by Telefon AB LM Ericson. This companyisreplacingits internal telex system with 300 Rank Xerox communicating word processors thatwill provide electronic documentdistribution throughout Scandinavia.

ATTITUDES IN EUROPE
Our respondents generally had a positive attitude to both electronic mail and office automation.For example, 61% reported that they had either a task force or a steering committee that hasresponsibility for office automation. Only 16% of the companiesclaimed to be using electronicmail at present, but 23% said they intended to introduce it within two years, and a further 17%said they were planning to introduceit in more than two years☂ time.
Respondents, when asked about the expected advantages of electronic mail, stressed thepotentialit offered for improving business communications. They considered that potential costsavings were less important. The possible advantages, in order of priority were:

♥ Improvedstaff efficiency.
♥ Faster and morereliable communications.
♥ Improvements in documentcreation, filing, retrieval and distribution.
♥ Savingsin office labour costs.
♥ Savingsin postal and telecommunications costs (including the costs of internal mail).
♥ More comprehensive direct links with external organisations.

Although most respondents had no direct experience of electronic mail there was littledifferencein attitudes between those who had and those who had not used an electronic mailsystem.
Of those whohadplansfor an electronic mail system, 40% had decided on the design, and ofthose respondents:

♥ 73% were using a design they had created themselves.
♥ 16% were using a privately-supplied system.
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♥ 11% wereintending to use a publicly-supplied system such as teletex or videotex.

Two-thirds of the respondents who described their designs indicated that they had fairly
simple system.

A small number of respondents indicated that they use, or intend to use, a wide variety of
technologies for electronic mail. For example, 20% of respondents namedfour or more kinds of
technology (including private networks, electronic PABXs, facsimile, word processors,telex,
teletex, OCR, videotex, and computer-based message systems)that either were, or would be,
included in their electronic mail systems.

The respondents saw manydifficulties that are delaying progress towardselectronic mail, and
their views are summarised in figure 8. It appears that respondents view an electronic mail
system as ☜just another computer system☂☂, rather than as an important step towardsoffice
automation. This view seems to conflict with the views they had on whatbenefits are most
significant.

 
Figure 8 Factors that inhibit the use of electronic mail

Very important factors
Inability to cost-justify an electronic mail system
High development costs
High cost of private networks
Lack of communications standards
PTT monopoly and attitudes

Important factors
User acceptance
PTT delays in providing services and equipment
Uncertainty about future public services

Significant factors
High cost of public services
Privacy and security
Limited public communication services
User education and training
Risks of being a pioneer

Unimportant factors
Social and industrial problems
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It was notable, though perhaps predictable, that cost-justification should appear less of aproblem to those whoare using an electronic mail system (39% rated it important) than torespondents in general (57%). Experienced users were also less concerned aboutthe lack ofcommunications standards and the high cost of public services.
Respondents in the UK were particularly concerned about cost-justification, PTT delays, andthe lack of standards. Those in Germany and Switzerland were largely unconcerned aboutthose matters. Social and industrial problems were regardedas being important by respondentsin France and Belgium, but again were regarded as being unimportant by respondents inGermany and Switzerland.
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CHAPTER 4

REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTRONIC MAIL SYSTEMS

In this chapter we discuss the features of an electronic mail system, based on the systems we
described in chapter 3.
In discussing the requirements for electronic mail systems, we distinguish between those
features that are essential and thosethat either are useful but not essential, or else are valuable
in special circumstances. A company will often find it best to start with an electronic mail
system that includes only the essential features, and then to enhancethefacilities as the use of
the system increases.

Mostelectronic mail systems that are currently in use or else are contemplated will be used by
different kinds of people. Although the systemswill benefit all users (just as the telephone does)
different features will produce greateror lesser benefits to different people according to the type
of work they do and the use they make of the systems.
Wefirst discuss the requirementsin relation to the three processesof creating, delivering, and
receiving messages. Wethen consider the requirementsof interfacing electronic mail with other
systems, and finally we consider the management requirements of an electronic mail system.

CREATING MESSAGES
1. Preparing messages

An electronic mail system should permit messages to be prepared either on the electronic
mail terminal or on a separate machine(such as a word processor). Ideally, managers should
be able to prepare short messages, and secretaries should be able to input lengthy
documents. Specialist staff should be able to create lengthy documents over a period of
time, and then to send those documents to others for comment.

It may be possible to create some standard messages by filling in details on a blank form
displayed on the screen. The Prestel response page (illustrated in figure 9) is an example of a
pre-formatted messageofthis type. Pre-formatted messages are of greatest value when the
standard form includes the rules for validating the data enteredonit and also the standard
routeing of the message. Thus, an expense claim will usually be sent to the author's
manager, and then will either be returned to the individual or be sent to the accounts
department for payment. Both the Comet system and the Xerox Alto system support
facilities of this kind.
Electronic mail systems need to take accountofthe varyinglevels of users☂skills. ITT☂s 6400
ADX telex switch, for example, permits experienced operators to input messages as they
would with a PTT telex machine. Inexperienced operators can build up messages
interactively.

If long documents are to be carried on an electronic mail system, good word processing
facilities will be required, either as part of the electronic mail system or in a word processor
linked to the system. Most long documents havea logical structure (for example, chapters,
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sections, paragraphs, sentences and words). The electronic mail system should be able to
recognise this structure, and it should also be able to support Progressive, top-down
developmentof the document, partial retrieval and selective scanning.

2. Addressing messages
Theelectronic mail system should allow the senderto transmit messagestoall those people
with whom hehasregular dealings. Theinitial use of an electronic mail system may well be
restricted to intra~-companytraffic. However, our European survey and evidence from the
USAbothindicate that electronic mail will also be used for external communications.
 

Figure 9 Example of the use of a pre-formatted Prestel message

    

 

PAGE 86a
VIEWDATA MESSAGE SERVICE PAGE  

 

INSTANT TRAVEL MESSAGES
TO USER ee
SENT ON  

 

I SHALL BE ARRIVING AT TIME
IT WILL BE HOME AT TIME  

 

PLEASE MEET ME AT THE STATION AT | will be home at  

 

I WILL BE ON THE TRAIN THAT ARRIVES
AT TIME    

 

I WILL MEET YOU AT TIME   PLEASE KEY NUMBER REQUIRED PLEASE ENTER DESTINATION USER NUMBER   
Note: The user responds to the message in the left-hand picture above by keying in thenumber 1. This causesthe right-handpicture to be displayed. The user then keys in the destina-tion user number (e.g. 12345) and then his own estimated time of arrival (e.g. 1450).
 

Telephone and telex communications are normally based on addressing a line, rather thanaddressing a particular extension or individual. However, most business communicationsare addressedto one(or more) individual people. The message sender needsto confirm thathe is corresponding with the required person or machine. Telex provides an answer-backcode to confirm that contact has been made with the correct machine, and telephoneconversations typically begin with a conventional exchange through which both partiesidentify each other.
An electronic mail system should provide the facility to address an individual rather than alocation, so that an addressee whohasaccessto a suitable terminal can collect his mailwhenheis away from his normal place of work. Some systems mayalso needto provide thefacility of addressing a location.
A directory or a directory enquiry facility will probably be needed to supplement theaddressing mechanism. This may be provided either by meansof a printed directory, or byatelephoneservice, or through the electronic mail systemitself.
It should be possible to specify the addressee in a compact form, similar to the form



generally used on aninternal memo. Desirably the system should assist in identifying
misspelt names, and the way the Comet system doesthisisillustrated in figure 10.

 Figure 10 Comet spelling aid
Command: COMPOSE
To: Janet Oliver
Janet Oliver is not a valid COMET name.
Do you wish to see the 2 similar names? (Y or N): Y
Fred Oliver
Jane Oliver
Corrected name: Jane Oliver

Note: Italics indicates text typed by user.

 
The system should allow messagesto be addressedto several people, andit should provide
for lists of addressees to be defined and used. It should also make it possible to send
messages to people whoare not active users of the electronic mail system.

It may be desirable to address messages to a process, such as a project control system.
Used in conjunction with pre-formatted forms this facility will permit the electronic mail
system to be interfaced with teleprocessing systems.

3. Convenience of use
The electronic mail terminal must be easy to use. It should not only be well designedin
itself, but it should fit naturally into the existing habits and practicesof thestaff. It follows
that the most appropriate device differs in different cases.

Manyprofessional staff and specialist staff are familiar with computer terminals and may be
willing to make extensive use of them. Wherethis is so, it will be appropriate to make the
electronic mail system available to them throughtheir existing terminals. Many secretaries
are now used to working with word processors and intelligent typewriters, and these
devices should therefore form the normal methodin which secretaries use an electronic mail
system.
It should be possible to use the electronic mail system at any time and withoutgiving prior
notice. It should not be necessary to wait until the addressee either is in his office or takes
someaction to receive a message.Ideally, the terminal should be located no further away
from the user than his telephoneis. In practice, the high cost of most of the possible types
of terminal makesit impractical to meet this requirement, but it is important that every user
should be able to have easy accessto a terminal. Also, a terminal should not be so heavily
utilised by other users that a particular user cannot usually have accessto it when he wants
to.

4. Identification of the message originator
With a telephonecall, the caller☂s identity is known by his voice. On a letter or a memo,the
identity of the writer is usually indicated by his typed nameand/orhis signature. Electronic
mail systems should also provide some trustworthy form ofidentification of the sender,
even thoughthisfacility will be necessary for only a minority of business communications.
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In a facsimile system, authentication can be given by the originator☂s signature, and in asystem that is based on coded text, passwords and ciphers may be used. In the future,machine-readable credit cards and signature recognition devices will be used in thoseapplications where a high degree of confidenceis necessary (for example, in somefinancialtransactions).

DELIVERING MESSAGES
1. Control of deliveryWhena personusesthe telephone, he knowsor he can establish who heis speaking to, andso he can ensure that he conveys his message to the correct person. This does not applywith mail, and so the postal authorities have developed special services (such as registeredletters and recorded delivery) so that, when necessary, proof of delivery can be established.Electronic mail systems will need equivalent features, such as the automatic notification ofdelivery and delivery enquiryfacilities.

There is sometimesalso a need for electronic mail systems to ensure that a messagewill bedelivered at or after a specified time.
Reliability of deliveryReliability is especially important in an electronic mail system. Such a system will be analternative to telex and the telephone, and soit is with these systems, rather than withtimesharing and transaction processing computersthat electronic mail will, and should, becompared.
Faults should, of course, be kept to a minimum. When they do occur they should not resultin the delivery of Corrupt messages without, at least, some accompanying warning beinggiven. A temporarylossof serviceis preferable to a system that accepts messagesbutfailsto deliver them. Frequently,it is essential that, from the moment a messageis accepted, theelectronic mail system should take absolute responsibility for delivering the message. Forthe purposes of recovery and integrity the electronic mail should be treated as a valuabletransaction.

3. Active and passive systemsA passive system is one in which mail is held in the system in a mailbox until the addresseeisready to inspect it. Systems based on timesharing computers are usually passive.Advantages of the passive approachinclude the following:
♥ Therecipient is not interrupted to take the messages.
♥ The messageis not considered to be delivered merely becauseit has been printed outsomewhere; the addressee must actively seek out the message.
♥ Therecipient can inspect his mailbox by using anyelectronic mail terminal.
However, the passive approach hasthe following disadvantages:
♥ Urgent deliveries cannot be made.
♥ Mail may be overlooked especially by an infrequent user of the system.
♥ Mail can be sent only to committed users of the system.
Webelieve that, in some circumstances,anelectronic mail system needsto be active and totake positive action to deliver messages. Examplesare:
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♥ Urgent mail should be delivered to the addresseeor,if his location is unknown, to some-
one whosejobit is to find him. This person may behis secretary, or a messengeror a
colleague.
Messagesfor people who do not use the system should beprinted either in a mailroom
or at a place near to their secretaries, so that they can be delivered by hand. (If the
messageis confidential, all that needs to be delivered by handis a notification that the
message hasarrived.)

♥ The addressee should be informedif mail is uncollected for an excessive period.
In the On-Tymeelectronic mail system, for example, each user chooses oneofthe following
three levels of service:
1. Messagesare held passively.
2. ☜Rush☝ messagesare delivered by dialout, but On-Tymeis otherwise passive.
3. ☜Rush☝ messagesare delivered by dialout, and other messagesare delivered by dialout
at pre-selected times.

4. Priority of delivery
Although speedof delivery is a valuable feature of electronic mail systems, not all messages
are urgent. Consequently, multiple priority levels are desirable, so as to avoid the unneces-
sary interruption of the recipient☂s work, and so as to make better use of the switching
system. Existing electronic mail systems often provide only one level of priority, but at least
the following three levels are useful:
♥ Urgent.

♥ Standard.
♥ Overnight.
To ensure that an urgent messageis actually delivered, the system will need to provide
☜active☝ delivery facilities.
For non-urgent messages, a delivery time of up to several hours will generally be appro-
priate, and overnight delivery will permit spare transmission capacity to be used outside
normal hours. Where the system provider charges users for the service, there should be a
premium for urgent service and a reduction for overnight service.

In systems that have multiple priority levels and several meansof delivery, the originator of a
message may need to enquire of the system how long it will take to deliver a message to a
particular person at a stated level of priority.

RECEIVING MESSAGES
The conveniencefeatures discussed above apply alsoto the recipient. We now discuss further
features which are important to the recipient.

1. Scanning messages
Several messages may be waiting for a user, andif the messageshave already been printed
out the user can scan through them to find out which of them are important and urgent.
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Whenthe messagesareheld in an electronic mailbox, the user needs to have the meanstoinspecta list of the messagesthat have been received and are waiting. Thelist should showthe originator, the time and the date of despatch, thepriority, and the subject. The recipientshould then be able to choose the sequencein whichhewill deal with them.
Disposing of messagesSome messages need to be read and noted, and somerequire further action. Some mayeven be discarded unread. With many messages, the appropriate responsewill be to send amessagein reply. The following functions are needed to deal with received messages:
♥ File. With this function, the messageis stored until further notice. Because a messagemay deal with more than one subject, it should be possible to store copiesin several filesor with several keywords.
♥ Discard. With this function, the messageis deleted. Because people makeerrors, themessage should not actually be deleted immediately, but it should be removed from theuser☂s mailbox.
♥ Answer. With this function, a messageis sent to theoriginator with copies to those whoreceived copies of the original message.
♥ Forward. With this function, the message is sent on to someoneelse with an appro-priate annotation such as, ☁Please deal☂☂ or ☜Tell him no☝.
The use of the Comet ☜forward☝☂ commandis shownin figure 11.
The ability to file a message and subsequentlyto retrieve it, implies that the system providesfor the long-term storage of messages. In general, filed messages should be stored untilthey are discarded, thoughit may bedesirable to remind users periodically of the amount ofstorage the filed messages are occupying.
This storage, which wecall here a ☜text archive☝, may contain reference documentsas wellas messages. Theability to retrieve messages and documentsbytitle, or keywords, orauthoror date,is essential if the system is to be used effectively.
Privacy
Some messages and documents are commercially confidential, or even are restricted byconsiderations of national security. Most European countries already have, or else aredeveloping, data protection legislation to restrict the storage andthedisclosure of ☜personalinformation☂☂ (these laws are discussed in chapter 6). A privacy system will be needed toensure that such messages are read only by the intended recipient. Such a system mayrequire the ciphering of thetext in transit, andit will certainly require that the messageis notprinted either in a mailroom or anywhereelse whereit can be seen by people who do nothave the proper authority.
Whereactive delivery applies, only a notification of the existence of the message should bedelivered actively.

INTERFACING WITH OTHER SYSTEMS
Few organisations will be able to justify both the investment and the effort that are involved indeveloping a free-standing electronic mail system. Wheneverpossible, the system must useexisting terminals and existing communicationslines.
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 Figure 11 Example of the use of the Comet ☜forward☂☂ command

On 12th January Bill Smith receives the following message from Paul Marchetti, and forwardsit
to Rebecca Jordan with a covering note of his own:

COMMAND: READ CCA Li-UAN-78 18:22:03 649 1
TO! BILL SMITH
FROM: PAUL MARCHETTI
DATE: WED 11-JAN-78 18:22:02 EST
SUBJECT: DEPARTMENT PARTY

I LIKE THE IDEA OF A PARTY. I SUGGEST A MOZART☂S BIRTHDAY
PARTY ON JANUARY 27. I☂LL EVEN OFFER MY HOUSE.

COMMAND = FORWARD
TO: REBECCA JORDAN
cc:
SUBJECT: YOUR VACATION
TEXT:
WHEN ARE YOU LEAVING? WILL YOU BE AROUND IF WE HAVE THE PARTY
THEN?
MESSAGE ENCLOSED.
COMMAND = SEND
CCA 12-JAN-78 12:15:03 420 1
MESSAGE SENT.

When Rebecca Jordan inspects her mail this is what she sees:

CcA 12-JAN-78 09:10:52 420 1
TO: REBECCA JORDAN
FROM: BILL SMITH
DATE: THU 12-JAN-78 09:10:52 EST
SUBJECT = YOUR VACATION

WHEN ARE YOU LEAVING? WILL YOU BE AROUND IF WE HAVE THE PARTY

FORWARDED MESSAGE:
CCA 11-JAN-78 18:22:02 640 1
TO: BILL SMITH
FROM: PAUL MARCHETTI
DATE? WED 11-JAN-78 18:22:03 EST
SUBJECT: DEPARTMENT PARTY

I LIKE THE IDEA OF A PARTY. I SUGGEST A MOZART☂S BIRTHDAY PARTY ON
JANUARY 27. I☂LL EVEN OFFER MY HOUSE.
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Also, communicationis only one of several functions that office staff perform. Thesestaff willrequire support in their other functions as well.
For these reasons, an electronic mail system should desirably interface both with other com-munications systems and with existing data processing systems.
1. Communications systemsIn order to communicate with those people whodo notusetheelectronic mail system (whomaybe both within and outside the organisation), electronic mail systems should interfacewith at least one public communications system. The public mail is the most valuablechoice, becauseofits universality. But it may also be useful to connectan electronic mailsystem either to telex or to value-added or videotex networks. Wherever possible, thesystem should be able to decide for itself on the particular medium that it will use indelivering a particular message. But no matter which methodofdelivery is used, a singleaddressing format should be used.

The electronic mail system should accept documentsfrom existing word processors, butitis not practical to construct an electronic mail system that can beinterfaced withall types ofword processors. The managementservices departmentwill be wisetoinsist(if it can) thatall communicating word processors that are installed in the organisation support a well-defined standard protocol. The protocol must be fully specified and it must include allspecial characters and procedures.
If a wide range of communicating word processors must be supported, the help of aspecialist companyshould be sought. The US-basedproviders of value-added networks,forinstance, have interfaced a wide variety of machinesto their systems.

2. Data processing systemsThe terminals that an organisation uses with an electronic mail system will probably not beused solely for the purposes of electronic mail.
An organisation☂s electronic mail system will be a convenient vehicle for distributing theoutput from some of the batch and background jobs that are run on the organisation☂scomputers.If the electronic mail system is to perform this function, the output programs onthe organisation☂s computers will be required to place documents in the electronic mailsystem. The channel that this provides will not only be able to handle routine output fromthe computers. Provided that a suitable priority system is available it will also be able toconvey urgent messages associated with operational failures and anomalies.
It may also be convenient to use the electronic mail system to send data to the computer.This will require that the applications concerned are given addresses within the electronicmail system, and that an interface is developed between the applications and theelectronicmail system. The electronic mail system therefore becomes an instrument for achievingconvergence betweenoffice systems and data processing systems.

MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS
Like any other system, an electronic mail system will need to be supervised and developed. Itwill be easier to perform these tasksif the system is able to provide information about its ownstatus and performance, suchas is discussed below.
1. Audit trail

Like all forms of written communication, electronic mail has the advantage that it canprovide a permanent copy. However,electronic records can be changed without leaving
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any trace of the information that was changed. Consequently,if an electronic mail system is
to be required to provide an audit trail, the system should be designed in such a wayas to
makeit impossible to changethe text of a messageafter it has been accepted. Alternatively,
the system should providethatall changes are logged automatically.

Tuning
In a system that is of any significant size, performance must be monitored so that the
system can be adapted to meet changing requirements. Also, to enable future enhance-
ments to be planned on a rationalbasisit will be necessary to monitor the waysin which the
system is used. It will often be useful if the system enables a random sample of messages to
be extracted for intensive study of the way in which the system is currently being used.

System extension
It should be possible to extend the system to new locations and also to add new types of
devices without making extensive engineering changes. Whenfirst installed an electronic
mail system is likely to belimited in its functions, and so there must be clear ways of adding
new types of messages and new functions. For example, two extensions that might be
neededare the inclusion of image and voice messages and the linking of a message system
with a documentarchive that is held on a mainframe computer.

The designof theinitial system should anticipate possible extensions in a numberof areas
including:
♥ Character sets.

♥ Coding systems used within a message (e.g. ASCII, Group 3 facsimile).

♥ User commands.

♥ Terminal types to be supported.
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CHAPTER 5

TRENDSIN TECHNOLOGIES AND PRODUCTS

The systems and the requirements discussed in chapters 3 and 4 are concerned mainly withtext-based messages. We have concentrated in this report on text-based electronic mailbecause webelieve that companies are least familiar with this type of system and will choosesuch a system to experiment with when they first decide to introduce anelectronic mail system.
The wider definition of electronic mail includes not only text-based message systemsbutalsosystems for voice messages and systems for distributing messages based on images. Facsimiletransmissionis a well-established technology and many companieshave beenusingthis form ofelectronic mail for manyyears.
Foundation Report No. 4: identified the basic technologies for processing text, voice andimages. In this chapter we consider the products and the technologies for handling each ofthese three types of messagesas they relate to both presentand future electronic mail systems.We then consider the longer-term prospects for integrated electronic mail systemsthat willencompassall three types of messages.

TEXT-BASED ELECTRONIC MAIL
The systemsandservices discussed in chapter 3 are all privately operated, and theyfall into thetwo categories of bureau systems and in-house systems. A limited form of publicly availableelectronic mail has existed for manyyears in the telegraph and the telex services that the PTTsoperate. Private telex systemsare also well established in some companies. We next discuss thePTTs☂ plans for text-based electronic mail systems, and we then consider the likelydevelopmentsof text-based electronic mail terminals and the impact they are likely to have bothon private and public electronic mail services.
1. The PTTs☂ servicesAlmost every PTT loses moneyonits telegraphservice, and telegrams form a declining partof their business. By contrast, telex is an expanding service. The main advantageoftelexlies in the existence, worldwide, of about a million telex machines (about half of which areinEurope).

Although telex is both cheap and fast, it lacks a number of the requirements for anelectronic mail system that weidentified in chapter 4. For example, someofits deficienciesare:
♥ Thereis a limited character set available for use.
♥ There is no store-and-forward capability.
♥ Standard machines are noisy and expensive, and they are not usually located close toboth the originators and the recipients of messages.Also, trained operators are requiredif the machines are to be used efficiently.
♥ A messagehasto be addressed to a machine, rather than to an individual.
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The PTTs are well aware of the business opportunities that the potential market for text-
based electronic mail offers them, and they are also aware of the deficiencies of telex as an
electronic mail service. They are therefore defining a successor service, whichwill be called
teletex. Theinitial teletex standard is expected to beratified at the plenary session of the
CCITTthat will be held in April 1980.
Teletex will be based on digital transmission at 2400 bit/s (more than 30 times faster than
telex), and will use a full characterset.It will provide full interworking between terminals in
all participating countries and also with existing telex machines. Teletex terminals will, in
effect, be communicating word processorsthat are able simultaneously to carry out local
operations and receive communications. The terminals will be capable of producing
documentsthat are at least of A4 size.
The network used for teletex may, at the discretion of the particular PTT, be the telex
network, the telephone network or a dedicated data network. Initially, the teletex network
will provide the identification of the calling and the called terminals, the time stamping of
calls, encryption, remote editing and informationretrieval. The CCITT will encourage the
PTTs to add additionalfacilities to their teletex service at an early stage, including:

♥ Astore-and-forward capability.
♥ Abbreviated addresses.
♥ Multiple addresses.
♥ Line identification.
♥ Anindication of the charge (by call).

The Scandinavian PTTswill introducethefirst teletex services in 1981 and other European
PTTs will introduce their teletex services later. Marketing strategies will vary between
countries. The Swedish PTT, for example, intends to provide a powerful word processing
terminal with teletex connection, and ultimately to supersedeits existing telex network. The
German Bundespost will move more slowly, and it sees teletex as essentially a
communicationsservice.

Teletex will be most appropriate to small businesses, especially if it is effectively linked with
telex. Large companies will often prefer to buy or to develop systems that more precisely
meet their needs, but these systems will need to be connected with teletex for inter-
company communication.

Some European PTTs are developing, or have plans to develop, public service videotex
systems. The emphasis of these systems initially will be on information retrieval, although
messageservices are possible within the videotex framework. In Britain, the Prestel public
service has the response framefacility, by which users may send to information providers,
either orders or requests for further information. This facility could be a significant method
of introducing the general public to the concepts of electronic mail.

The Prestel response frameis limited by the use of a numeric keypad. However, the British
Post Office has plans to include a full user-to-user message facility in Prestel, using
alphanumeric keyboards, althoughthis facility is not likely to be available before 1982. The
British Post Office also has plans to connect Prestel users to the telex network, but it has
not yet madea definite commitmentto dothis.

The videotex markettrial in France, and the Bildschirmtexttrial in Germanywill both provide
messagefacilities.
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2. Developments in terminals
Until recently, almost all word processors were usedat a single site (usually a typing pool)
and each word processor wasgenerally used to replace several typewriters. Some currently
available word processors have a communications feature, and the proportion of these that
has been sold over the past two years has increased dramatically. Within the next two years
every new word processorwill probably have a communications capability.
The great advantage that communicating word processorsoffer electronic mail systemsis
improved quality of the basic word processing system. However, they are currently too
expensiveto beinstalled in large numbers, and for the immediate future they will generally
be usedin placeslike typing pools.
The prices of communicating word processors are expectedto fall slowly over the next few
years, and the lower prices will make it easier for companies to justify installing word
processorsin several place within the organisation. In addition, two developments make the
communicating word processor important as a possible base for electronic mail systems:
♥ The emergence of multifunction terminals.
♥ The introduction of cheap, intelligent typewriters.
If the cost of a machine hasto bejustified by its use for a single function alone thenit will
usually be possible to justify it only if several people useit for different periods of time at
different times during each day. (Very cheap machines,like telephones andcalculators,are,
of course, an exception to this.) If a terminal can give a single worker access to a numberof
different facilities that he needs to use frequently, then it will often be possible to justify
providing each workerwith his ownterminal. It will then be convenient to use that terminal
also for electronic mail. Communicating word processors are now evolving into
multifunction terminals, andif they are backed by appropriate applications systemstheywill
be able to provide word processing, transaction processing and timesharing computing,
etc. (The impact of cheapintelligent typewriters was discussed in chapter3.).
Thetext archive within an electronic mail system will have facilities for storing and retrieving
data, andit will be an important component of future systems. The developmentof large,
cheap memories (especially those based on videodiscs) could allow many terminals to have
local stores of hundreds or even thousands of documents.

VOICE-BASED ELECTRONIC MAIL
The telephone is universally used to send and receive voice messages, but it has the great
disadvantage that both the caller and the person called need to converse simultaneously with
each other. To overcomethis disadvantage muchattention has been given to enhancing the use
of the telephonebyproviding store-and-forwardfacilities for voice messages (sometimescalled
voicegrams). The requirements for a voice-based electronic mail system are the same as those
already identified in chapter 4.
Any electronic mail system that is used for handling voice messageswill certainly need to use
telephonesas terminals. Telephone answering machinesalready provide a limited form of voice
message system, and many users already have extensive experience of using these machines.
However, people who have to leave messages on a telephone answering machine generally .
consider that such a machine has two disadvantages so far as the caller is concerned:

♥ The caller who is expecting to conduct a conversation, finds instead that he has to
formulate his ideas quickly and convey them in a logical sequencein the short time that
is available to him.
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♥ Once he has recorded his message, the caller has no wayof revising it. He can only
modify it by re-recording all or part ofit.

The Delphi Communications Inc. telephone answering service provides one way of overcoming
these disadvantages. Calls to an unattended telephoneare re-directed to a human operator,
who hasresponsibility for more than 100 business lines. As the call is answered, the Delphi
system uses a VDUtotell the operator the name of the person whois being called, and it
displays a list of prompts, so that the operator can help the caller to record a clear andlogical
message. The personcalled retrieves his stored messages bydialling into the system, using
spoken commandswithout any operator intervention. The Delphi equipment will be availablein
Europe through Nexos Office Systems Ltd., the government-backed UK office systems
company.
There are obvious advantages to using voice messages as the basis for an electronic mail
system, but there are also the following obvious disadvantages:

♥ A message cannot be scannedforsignificant words and phrases.

♥ The speed of playbackis fixed.
♥ The cost of storing digitised voice information is up to 1000 times higher than the costof

storing the equivalent text.

The technologyis now available to build a public voice message system. The Bell Corporation in
the US is actively developing such a system, but, so far as we know, no European PTT is
planning a similar system.
In the long term we expect voice message systems to becomean integrated part of office
systems. Voice messages (and audio-visual messages)will be held in information databases,
and it will also be possible to add voice annotation to stored text.

IMAGE-BASED ELECTRONIC MAIL

The only technology that is currently available for transmitting imagesis facsimile, which has
now beenavailable for eighty years. Newspapers regularly pass photographs over their own
dedicated picture circuits, and a public service ♥ Phototelegram ♥ is availablein cities in many
parts of the world.
Modern office facsimile machines that provide a lower quality than the specialised machines
used by the press, have been available for fifteen years. They are usually divided into the
following three groups:
Group 1 machines
Theseare first generation machines that use analogue transmission to send an A4 page in four
or six minutes. The quality is poor, the chemicals used for development often smell, and
machines from different suppliers were originally incompatible (though a CCITT standard does
exist).
Group 2 machines
These are more recent analogue machinesthat transmit a page in two or three minutes. These
machines are more convenient to use than the machines in Group 1, and they are compatible
because they were developed to a CCITT standard. They are more expensive than Group 1
machines and the quality of reproduction is not as good as with an office copier.
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Group 3 machines
Theseare digital machinesthat are capable of transmitting one page in one minuteorless. The
CCITT standard has not yet been ratified and so compatibility is poor, althoughit is likely to
improve. Many digital machines are capable of transmitting a page in less than a minute
(typically in 20 or 35 seconds), using a 9600 bit/sline.

CCITT is considering a standard for Group 4 digital machines to be connected to digital
network. In addition, several manufacturers are developing very fast machines operating over
widebandcircuits. These very fast machines include one being developedfor Satellite Business
Systems by AMInternational (formerly Addressograph-Multigraph). This machine will transmit
one page per second over a 1.5M bit/s line, and it includes two priority levels, multiple
addressing, and the temporary storage of documents. It will thus be able to meet manyof the
requirements for an electronic mail system that were identified in the previous chapter.
Unfortunately, the expected price (£40,000) will restrict its use to the mailrooms of major
corporate centres.
At present, the price of Group 3 machinesrestricts them to providing links between mailrooms
in separate buildings and between mailrooms in separate companies.
In the near future, the price of facsimile transceivers is expectedto fall. The French Post Office
has placed ordersfor a large number of Group 2 domestic facsimile transceiversfor its Transfax
service that will sell for £210 each. The PTT estimates that it will sell 200,000 units a year for at
least five years.

Facsimile networks can be established in which faster machines are used for trunk routes and
cheaper machines are used for local connections. In the US, facsimile services that permit
incompatible machines to communicate with one another are provided by RCA (Q-Fax), ITT
(Faxpak) and Graphnet. These services provide store-and-forwardfacilities, with buffer storage
being provided either electronically or on paper. Such value-added networkservices are not, as
yet, available in Europe, and without the economies of dedicated facsimile transmission
networks Europe remains an expensive environment for communicating information by
facsimile methods.

Facsimile transmission has the following advantages:
♥ Diagrams, pictures and letterheads may be transmitted.

♥ Handwriting may be transmitted.
♥ The direct relationship betweenthe transmitted documents and the received documents

encourages confidence in the accuracy of the received message.
The disadvantagesof facsimile transmission include:

♥ A flexible facsimile network is expensive, and yet it fails to meet many of the
requirements identified in the previous chapter. Thus, without character recognition
(which is expensive) there can be noflexibility in addressing, and no support forfiling or
retrieval.

♥ Transmission costs are up to 100 times higher than for coded text. However,if a private
data transmissioncircuit is idle during the night, up to 400 pages may be sent during the
night hours at 9600 bit/s with no additional transmission costs.

Experimental facsimile links between European postal authorities and the US postal service are

 



now being developed as an alternative to the physical carriage of mail. Inter-European and
national facsimile mail services may also be offered by the PTTsat a later date.
The telecommunications authorities will also offer facsimile services. These services will involve
the use of rented equipment placed on customers☂ premises. These services are already
available in the US and have been promised by several European PTTs.

THE INTEGRATION OF VOICE, IMAGE AND TEXT

The electronic mail systems that organisationsinstall initially will use a single form of document
♥ voice, text or image. Most organisations will chooseto start with text, but some will extend
this to also include diagrams in a coded form. In the longer term, organisations will wish to
integrate someorall of the three forms for such purposes as:

♥ Voice annotation of a typed document.

♥ Picturesto illustrate a spoken or a written argument.

♥ Diagramsandtext to assist a telephonecall.

The integration of text-based systems and the telephoneis already evident in the development
of modern PABXs. A computerised PABX canprovide a base for a text-oriented electronic mail
system. One example is the CBX2000 offered by Rolm in the US.

Any computer terminal that has a standard interface can share a telephone extension on the
CBX2000. No modemis required, and both the telephone and the terminal can be active at the
sametime. Electronic mail is addressed to an individual andis stored on a spare processoruntil
the addressee checks his mailbox. Plessey have the marketing rights for the CBX2000 in Europe
and, though they have announced that they will not offer the Rolm electronic mail system, it
seemsprobable that they will offer some form of electronic mail based on the CBX2000.Also,
ITT offer the System 710 communications processor which can be attached to their PABXs.
The 710 provides message switching and incoming and outgoingtelex interfaces, and it also
links PABX-connected terminals to other computers. o

The telephone system is an attractive base for an electronic mail system, if only because the
wiring for the telephone has to be there anyway. Thus,the telephone points the way towards an
integration of speech and text processing that offers interesting prospects for future office
systems.
If an organisation☂s first attempt at an electronic mail system is text-based then message-level
integration with voice and facsimile can be addedlater, provided that:

♥ Suitable terminals are available.

♥ Adequate storage is available.

♥ The basic protocols will accommodatethe very large message sizes that are required for
transmitting voice and images.

If an organisation☂s first experimental electronic mail system is able to recognise that documents
have an internal logical structure, then ☜oaragraphs☂☝☂ transmitted in different media may be
mixed in a single document to provide illustration, annotation, etc.
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SUMMARY
Weexpect to see the developmentof the following three main kinds ofelectronic mail terminal:
1. The enhanced telephoneThe voice system will be enhanced by a display screen and a keyboard and, possibly, byboth a handwriting input unit and a facsimile unit.
2. The secretarial workstationThis will be a word processor extended to provide integrated facsimile and access to dataprocessing computers.
3. The specialist workstationThis will take the form of a system with several screens, of whichat least one will providefacsimile display and colour graphics. The system will process Programs to support thework of the specialist staff members and it will also provide access both to remotecomputers and databases.
However, for the present, facsimile transmission is expensive and difficult to integrate withother systems, and voice message systemsarestill immature.
Most business communications do not require pictures and diagrams, and, for this reason, mostorganisations will choose to experiment with text-based electronic mail systems.
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CHAPTER6

REGULATORYISSUES

Two types of regulation influence the decisions that organisations are able to make about
introducing and running electronic mail services.

First, there is the question of the monopoly that the PTTs have, and the extent to which that
monopoly constrains the scope of electronic mail systems. (In chapter 5, we discussed the
associated issue of present and future PTTservicesin this field.) Second, thereis the question
of data protection laws. We discuss both of these factors below.

THE PTT MONOPOLIES
Each European country has its owndistinct, legislative approach to communications.In each
country a large part of the telecommunications market is exclusively reserved for the PTT. In
addition, each PTT has the powerto license users to run equipment and to offer servicesin
breach of the monopoly. The extent to which the various PTTs do this varies considerably.

The PTTs have two main rights:

1. They have control over the type of apparatus that may be attached to public transmission
facilities, and thus over the way in which any apparatus may be used.

2. They have a monopoly on ☜☁third party☝ service.

☜Third party☝ service is the term thatis used to describe the service that a company provides
whenit carries messages from a second company to a third. If one of the three companiesis a
subsidiary of either of the other two, then the communication is second party, rather than third
party, and second party service is generally freely permitted. The PTT monopoly does not
usually restrict the carriage of the following types of messages:

1. Between the several sites of a company, provided that any lines that have to cross the
property of any other company are leased from the PTT.

2. Between any two companies (but subject to the same proviso as in 1. above).

3. Between the companies in a group(i.e. companies undera single ownership), where the
messagesare carried either by one of the group companies or by a subsidiary that has been
established specially for the purpose.

The PTTscertainly prefer to handle all third party traffic themselves, but they are prepared to
allow certain exceptions, such as the following:

♥ Certain companies have obtained permission to run their own microwave networks. It is
doubtful whether any PTT would give a company permission to establish a new
network, but the British Post Office has recently allowed a large companyto extendits
network.
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♥ Groups of companies in the same business may be allowed to form a company (known
as an affinity group) to operate a common communications system. Prominent
examples of such systemsaretheairlines☂ SITA network and the banks☂ SWIFT system.

♥ Where transmission is not the major function of the system, then a PTT will allow
several companies to connect to systems run by another company, and timesharing
bureaux are an obvious example. Where a timesharing bureau has a message systemthat may,in practice, be used between unrelated users, the PTTs in most Europeancountries will turn a blind eye to this usage. The PTTs are, however, undoubtedlyconcerned aboutthis practice. Their concernisillustrated by the fact that they allowEuropean companies to use the US Tymnet networktoretrieve information but they donot allow them to use Tymnet☂s On-Tyme messageservice.

In recent years, the PTTs have also become concerned about the developmentofaffinity groupnetworks. The Bundespost (the West German PTT) has introduced a volume-relatedtariff forthe leasedlines they use, and the French PTT hasthreatenedto increaseits leasedlinetariffs toforce users onto its Transpac packet-switching network. The British Post Office, by contrast,has shownnosigns of introducing discriminatory pricing.
As the PTTs☂ public data networks comeinto service the PTTsin several Europeancountries willprobably apply further pressure to encourageusersof private data communicationsfacilities touse public networks.
The legal situation is complex in each country, and further complexities sometimesariseif trafficis to travel across national borders. The rules are also subject to the changing policies of thePTTs, and this atmosphere of change makesit difficult to generalise about PTT regulations.Anyorganisation that is seeking to develop a large or an innovative communications system willbe well advisedto first consult its PTT.

THE DATA PROTECTION LAWS
Electronic mail is affected by a second body of law ♥ the legislation on data protection (orprivacy). This legislation varies greatly between countries. There is no legislation in either theUK or Italy, whereas there are rather stringent laws in Sweden and Norway. Most of thosecountries that do not currently havelegislation are now preparingit.
The scope ofthe actual and the prospective legislation also varies between countries. In France,public and private sectors are treated in the same way, but in Denmarkdifferent laws apply tothe two sectors. The German law protectsindividual people only, but in Austria legal entities,such as companies, are also protected.
In most actual and proposed laws, theactivities of collecting and storing personal informationare controlled, and an electronic mail system will probably be controlled if it has an associatedtext archive. Wherean organisation has such an archive,it may be required to maintain a log ofaccesses to the data. This requirement applies, for example in Belgium.
Mostcountrieslimit the transfer of personal data across their national boundaries. The Swedishlaw, for instance, forbids the transferring of personal information to any country (the UK,forexample) that has

a

less stringent privacy law.
It is clear that electronic mail systems must be developed with the necessary features to meetlegal requirements(such as, for example, the requirementto provide audit trails). It is also likelythat the use of interconnected data transmission systems forinternational electronic mail willneed to take account of transborder data flow regulations.
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CHAPTER 7

GETTING ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES STARTED

It is evident that there is a need for additional communication services to supplement the
telephone andthepost andto replace telex eventually. In the longer term, the type ofelectronic
mail system described in this report will form part of a service that integrates both private and
public facilities. In this report weare primarily concerned with what use organisations can make
of electronic mail in the near to medium term.

In this chapter we examine the main issues that organisations face in seeking to introduce
electronic mail on an experimental basis. We examine three particular issues which are, in our
view, of prime importance to those whohaveresponsibility for corporate information systems.
These three issues cover the question of the organisational responsibility for electronic mail, the
selection of pilot applications and the provision of an electronic mail service.

Obviously there are other environmental issues which may proveto be of importance ♥ and, in
someorganisations, industrial relations may well be one of these ♥ but webelieve that those
other issues are best tackled according to individual requirements and circumstances.

THE ORGANISATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR ELECTRONIC MAIL

Manylarge organisations are gradually moving towards a situation in which data processing,
telecommunications and office systems are managed(orat least are planned) in a coordinated
manner. Those organisations that have a unified management structure covering thesefields
are not too likely to find that the introduction of electronic mail raises any conflicts of
responsibility that are difficult to resolve.

It will be possible to introduce electronic mail in the near future (at least in experimental form),
and weexplainedearlier in the report thatit is at the heart of office automation, andalso thatits
application spans both office communication and also some aspects of data processing.
Electronic mail will have a pervasive effect on the business of the organisation, and whoever
assumesresponsibility for introducingit is likely to assume a central role in the drive for office
automation.
In those organisations where data processing, telecommunications and office systems are
managedseparately the introduction of electronic mail can be expected to create some degree
of conflict between the various parties involved.

SELECTING PILOT APPLICATIONS
The potential applications for electronic mail fall into two broad categories:

♥ Applications based on data processing.

♥ Additional office communications applications.
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Wediscuss these two categories of application below, but we mainly concentrate on thelattercategory, since this represents a completely new area of system opportunity.
Applications based on data processing
Many data processing applications are concerned with the collection and the distribution ofinformation. Examples of those applications include:

♥ The distribution of monthly accounts and sales information prepared by a batch data
processing system.

♥ Thecollection of timesheet data from dispersed offices.
♥ The distribution of product and marketing information, including specifications andprice changes.

♥ An ☜active☝ project control system basedontheuseofcritical path analysis techniques.
♥ Thecirculation of import and export documents, particularly those used in connectionwith the delivery of goods by mail services.
♥ Thecollection of information for fast-reaction inventory management systems.
♥ Thecollection and distribution of information related to reservations (for example, carhire bookings).

In the past, the needs of those applications have been met by developing bespoke dataprocessing systems which required the use of specialist staff to operate them. Electronic mailnow offers an alternative method to the management services department to implementparticular classes of systems.
The data processing applications that would be mostsuitable for electronic mail will be thosewhere a high level of human reaction is required and also those where the information to betransmitted does not need to be highly structured.
Additional office communications applications
For all organisations, the use of electronic mail to supplement or to partially replace existingfacilities such as the telephone, mail and telex will be a new venture. Organisations willtherefore be well advised to adopt a cautious approach when introducing electronic mail, and tostart with a pilot project. An approach based on a pilot projectis, in our view, well justifiedbecause ofthe type of objectives that the first introduction of electronic mail needsto address.The objectives concerned are:
1. To determine the facilities that are needed and also the facilities that will provide thegreatest benefits.
2. To identify those individuals in the organisation whowill benefit most from electronic mail(remembering that, in the long run, the major pay-off will probably come from greater produc-tivity from managers and specialist staff).
3. To establish the conditions in which electronic mail will succeed in enhancingorreplacingother forms of communication. (There is some evidencethat the real benefits arise only whenthereis a ☁☁critical mass☂☂ of messagesper user. Also, real benefits are likely to arise in a situationwhere a numberofoffice staff (probably at least 20) are in frequent communication with oneanother on a regular daily basis.)



 

 

4. To develop tools and techniques for assessing the value and the usability of electronic
mail.

It is of paramount importance that a benign testsite should be selected, particularly because the
effect of the system on the organisation will not be known in advance. For this reason, some
organisations will choose to experimentfirst in the managementservices department, and will
later launch pilot projects in other parts of the business.

A pilot project can be basedoneither an individual departmentor a function, and the function
may be onethat is distributed between several sites. We suggest that the following criteria
should be applied whenselecting departmentsfor pilot projects:

1. Management should have a strong desire to participate andall the staff in the selected
departmentor function should be willing to co-operate.

2. The selected department or function should contain a high proportion of managers and
specialist staff.

3. There should be a considerable amount of inter-communication in the selected department
or function. Ideally each individual needs to receive several messages each day from most
colleagues.

4. The volume of messages should besufficiently large to achieve the ☁☁critical mass☝☂ at which
the service becomesanintegral part of the office environment.

THE PROVISION OF AN ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICE

A pilot projectis likely to be successful onlyifit offers sufficient facilities. The project can be
expectedtofail if users perceive a need to operate a parallel ☜☁paper-based☂☂ system just in case
the electronic mail system either is not available wheneverit is needed or else is subject to
breakdown.

A pilot system should provide the following facilities:

1. Ready access to terminalfacilities.

2. All-day operation (taking account of most eventualities).

3. Addressing by name and addresslists.

4. Simple word processing for creating messages.

5. The ability to scan messagesreceived.

6. Ample storage and retrieval facilities.

7. At least one way of connecting a communicating word processor.

An additional desirable facility is the ability to send messages to non-users via the telex network.

A major hurdle that needs to be overcome is the fixed cost of providing thefacilities required for
electronic mail. This is morelikely to apply to pilot systems than to applications where electronic
mail is a substitute for data processing. As mentioned earlier, the selection of a pilot project may
depend uponthe use of equipment which is already installed for some other purpose. If that
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equipmentis to be usedin the project it must, of course, have sufficient spare capacity for the
purpose and besuitable for use in the project.

We next discuss below some of the types of existing equipment that may be used in an
experimental project:

e Terminals
Computer terminals are the obviousstarting point for an electronic mail system. If they are
already widely and strategically dispersed within the organisation a few more may besufficient to provide adequate access to the new system. If videotex terminals are to bedistributed within the organisation then these may be used, andit will be necessary toensure only that they have suitable keyboards and that the supporting softwareis able tocarry messages.
Communicating word processors can play an importantpart in an electronic mail system.Whentheyare usedin typing pools theyallow typists to prepare roughdrafts, and they alsoallow the author to use some otherterminal to make his ownrevision. Theyalso allow localstorage schemesto be used as part of a company-wideelectronic mail system.
Unfortunately, the protocols supported by communicating word processorsvary, andit isnot only the basic protocols that need to be considered. Many communicating wordprocessors use certain control characters to indicate font, typesize, italics, margins andpagesize, etc. These characters may be incompatible between two communicating wordprocessors that support the same transmission protocol. The procedure for using thecommunications option of a communicating word processor is often cumbersome thoughitwill, of course, interface with the system☂s word processing andfiling facilities. Wherecommunicating word processors are used as the basis for an electronic mail system, thecentral facility does not need to provide word processingfacilities, but the local filing andretrieval facilities are not likely to be suitable for end users.
An electronic mail system will nearly always require some extra terminals. These may beinstalled on individual users☂ desksor, alternatively, they maybeinstalled in semi-publicspaces where eachwill provide a service for several people.
Communications systems
Anexisting private networkwill be a valuable basefor an electronic mail system, andif highline speeds are needed such a network maywell be essential.
If the network is an analogue voice network it may be necessary totreat it as a set of dial-uplines, so as.to avoid wasting capacity. In any case, dial-up lines arelikely to play somepart inthe system and they must be provided for.
A digital networkwill provide for the interconnection of various kinds of terminals and wordprocessors, andthis interconnection will be a major advantage.
If a private network exists, it can bea critical factorin justifying an electronic mail system.Mail can be sent overnight using spare capacity, and this approach can makefacsimile moreattractive than might otherwise be the case.
Where aninternal telex system exists it may be possible to usethis as a basis for electronicmail. This will be especially convenient when many messages mustbe senteither to distantoffices, or to places abroad, orto offices that are staffed by people whoare not employeesof the company. Modern telex switches, such as the ITT 6400 ADX, avoid some of thedistinctive problems of public telex, the main ones of whichare:
♥ Thelimited character set.
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♥ Thelack of facility for addressing to individuals.
♥ The lack of store-and-forward switching.
Aninternal telex system may provide an excellent basis for an electronic mail system.

Wherethe existing telex system is of the simpler kind, then it might be best to develop the
electronic mail system separately. An interface between the two systemswill, however, be
desirable, to enable telex messages to be delivered via the electronic mail system, and vice
versa.
If a telex system is chosen as the basis, then the telex switch will provide basic switching.
Otherwise, either the data network☂s communications processors or an electronic PABX
mayplaythis role.
In most electronic mail systems the store-and-forward switching functions will need to be
provided separately by either a mainframe or a dedicated mini.

Computers
The existence of a timesharing system provides an excellent vehicle for an electronic mail
system to support technically-oriented professional staff. It is an easy matter to add word
processing and electronic mail to the timesharing computer at a modest capital cost,
although the increased operational costs may beless attractive.

Problemswill, of course, arise when such a system is extended to those whoare not familiar
with the timesharing system, such as managers, clerks, and secretaries. The mostlikely
problems with those individuals are:
♥ The dialogues may be too complex for them.

♥ They will need to have some knowledge of the timesharing system.

♥ The new system will notfit naturally into their work, and so they may notuseit.

♥ Theywill find it difficult to appreciate the need to integrate electronic mail and other
data processing functions.

It will usually be possible to connect a communicating word processor to the system,butit
will not usually be possible to connect a facsimile transceiver.

An operational teleprocessing system is also a possible basis for electronic mail, and it is
appropriate for those staff who use the teleprocessing system in their daily work. The
teleprocessing system will usually give faster responses and higher reliability than a
timesharing system, and it also allows connection to be made between messages and
transactions.
Several systems based on dedicated processors are available as electronic mail switches.
These include Comet (PDP11), Arbat☂s Contact-11 (PDP11), and the various ADX systems
from ITT. Comten have also promised message store-and-forward facilities on their 3805
front-end processor.
The advantages of a separate processor include higherreliability, faster response, and a
reduced numberoferrors. In practice, there is the further advantage that, because the
system will probably be purchased from a commercial source, less effort will be required in
developing and maintaining the system. Mostexisting dedicated systemsare difficult to
integrate with other on-line data processing systems.

   



Where more than oneof these systems exists, compatible systems maybe provided on, for
example, teleprocessing and timesharing systems, and mail will be exchanged between the
systems at convenient intervals during working hours.

SUMMARY
Manyorganisations are considering howto introduceelectronic mail systemsinto their businessand webelieve that the time is now right to introduce pilot systems into the organisation. Theintroduction of pilot systems requires careful thought about the organisational responsibility forintroducing electronic mail, the selection of applications that will provide a good test-bed, andthe technical considerations of the service itself. Some types of data processing applicationswill be candidates for electronic mail, but to have the widest impact in the organisation, a pilotproject should be seen as an additional medium for office communications.
Whereverpossible, existing equipment (terminals, communications and computers) should beusedfora pilot project, in order to avoid the costof installing a bespoke electronic mail systembefore it can be justified on a company-wide basis.



CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

Many people regard electronic mail as a future concept that has little relevance to today☂s
business communications. However, our research has shownthat considerable progress has
already been made in designing and using successful electronic mail systems. Organisations
that are using intra-companyelectronic mail services are finding that they bring immediate
benefits. In the near future many other organisations will be building on the experience of the
early pioneers of electronic mail to establish their own pilot projects.

The European P?TTs are also developing their teletex service for inter-company mail. The aim of
teletex is to provide an electronic transmission medium,as an alternative to mailing business
communications,that will permit correspondence to be reproducedat the receiving terminalas
if it had been produced on a good quality typewriter. However, most business communication
in large organisationsis intra-company and, forthis reason, electronic mail will initially be more
important for intra-company mail thanit will be for inter-company mail.

The basic technology for electronic mail now exists, and the introduction of an electronic mail
service into an organisation offers a real opportunity to introduce technology into the office.
The key issue that now needsto be addressedis how to gain the experience that will guarantee
that electronic mail is introduced successfully into an organisation. We believe that the timeis
now right for large organisations to establish pilot electronic mail projects in order to gain the
necessary experience.
Electronic mail is an important element of the widerareaof office systems, and those who grasp
the responsibility for introducing electronic mail into the organisation will be well placed to take
on the wider responsibilities offered by office systems in general.
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